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Abstract. Local image descriptors provide robust descriptions of image
localities. Their geometric arrangement provides additional information
about the image they describe, a fact often ignored when employing them
to that wide slew of tasks from image registration to scene classification.
On the premise that descriptor quality could be assessed in terms of its
expressiveness of image content, we investigate the use of the described
as well as that additional geometric information to the task of recover-
ing the image from its local descriptors. This paper uses Local Binary
Patterns, an operator nested in a dense geometry, to study how this
additional information in the form of constraints among pixels dictates
the intensity estimated for a pixel. We determine that constraints prop-
agate from regional extrema to regions around them that observe the
same constraint class, and that the intensity for any of the region’s pix-
els influences that for all others. We build a directed constraint graph of
pixel nodes such that the arcs on the graph are strongly k-consistent, and
propagate intensity estimates from extremum nodes. Evaluations are run
on the SIPI texture and the BSD500 datasets. The estimates preserve
the local structure of the image, as shown by the Mean Absolute Error
of about 15% and 18% respectively and Structural Texture SIMilarity of
about 92% for both datasets, in addition to observing 100% constraint
satisfaction.

1 Introduction

Local image descriptors describe image localities in compact yet rich ways, which
is why they have been successfully employed in numerous computer vision appli-
cations such as image retrieval [1], action recognition [2,3], object detection and
recognition [4]. The success of local descriptors is due to their expressiveness of
image content, which has been quantified by seminal work [5] via precision-recall
criteria on the image retrieval task. We propose to measure this expressiveness
directly by investigating the fundamental question: could we get an intensity
image back given its local description?
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Concretely, this inverse problem amounts to the estimation of an image’s
pixel intensities given its local description which preserves not only the per-
ceptual semantics but is also consistent with the structure arising from image
content. The manner that the descriptor patches are arranged within the image
has lead to two threads of investigation: 1) where the macroscopic informa-
tion (arrangement) is kept as meta-data separate from the descriptor [6,7],
and 2) where densely computed local descriptors allow this information to be
inferred [8,9]. The work presented here lies in the second because we find it
more interesting to see whether at all the inversion problem is addressable in
the absence of meta information.

In this thread of investigation, Kruse et al. [10] show that the local-structure
of an image could be revealed by exploring a pixel’s relationship with its 8-
connected neighborhood, solving for a system of inequalities, one for each pixel.
This simultaneous solution is computationally prohibitive for any meaningful
image size. After the advent of local image descriptors, Lindahl et al. [11]
reproduce Kruse’s results by estimating pixel intensities beginning with an
image of uniform intensity and then running a gradient descent procedure to
arrive at a similar local description as the one supplied for the original image.
Wu et al. [8] also perform reconstruction by taking a permuted version of an
image as input and tweaking the pixel values until the reconstructed image
produce the same description as was provided for the image before permutation.
These works illustrate that the encoding mechanism of descriptors maintains the
local structure of the described patch, even though they do not use this informa-
tion for the purpose of reconstruction. More recent work, Waller et al. [9], takes
into account the information encoded by a descriptor patch. They utilize inter-
pixel intensity relationship (greater-than or less-than) information provided by
the LBP descriptor to estimate the pixel intensity values in a way that is con-
sistent with these relationships, by following the longest path uphill from image
minima using a recursive procedure. Since their method does not conserve the
path from the minimum to any given pixel, there is no way to update the val-
ues of the pixels along the path, including the minima, which are universally
estimated as 0.

In this paper we are investigating the inversion problem in a manner that
takes into account both the within-patch structure information provided by
the descriptor but also the macroscopic information between pixels of different
patches interlocked in a dense geometrical relationship. We work with a dense
binary image descriptor, Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) [12] which in its original
and extended form is widely used in applications ranging from segmentation [13]
to gait analysis [3]. This descriptors is simple and easy to compute and encodes
not only the local structural information of an image but also spatial informa-
tion of patch pixels w.r.t the center pixel of the patch. Our contributions in this
paper are:

1. posing image inversion from binary descriptors as a constraint satisfaction
problem, i.e., reformulating the problem of estimating pixel intensities as one
of domain shrinkage of constrained variables.
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2. proposing a constraint graph sub-graphs of which take tree forms that
encode constraints (either superiority or inferiority, defined in Sec. 2) possi-
bly between any pair of pixels in the image. For the purpose of inversion, we
work only with the constraints occurring through the longest successions of
constraints.

3. proposing a method that inverts an image given its LBP codes that account
for all encoded constraints being satisfied, and quantifiably recovers local
image contrast.

2 Local Binary Pattern and Constraint Propagation

The Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is a dense local binary descriptor that describes
the relationship between pair of pixels using a two-way comparison within a given
window size. It encodes the local structure of an image within a window in terms
of constraints [8]. This view at the operator level would generalize to the fact
that an LBP code at any given pixel constrains the intensity of its neighbors to
be either greater than (superior to) or less than (inferior to) its intensity.

The LBP code for a particular pixel is the weighted sum of a Heaviside1 func-
tion of oriented differences around each pixel of a patch (Fig. 1(a)). These codes
encode only superiority and inferiority constraints present between neighborhood
pixels but do not contain any information about how much a pixel is superior
or inferior to the center pixel, that is, they have lost all contrast information. A

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Neighbors of center pixel gc participating in LBP8,1 (b) different neighbor
samplings (e.g. black pixels might be discounted) in neighborhoods of different sizes
(c) succession of superiority or inferiority constraints via LBP codes

1 H(z) =

{
0 z ¡ 0

1 z ≥ 0
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pixel P2 observes the superiority constraint, denoted by superior(P1, P2) w.r.t
pixel P1 when the Heaviside function of difference between P2 and P1 results in
1, else observes the inferiority constraint denoted by inferior(P1, P2).

superior(P1, P2) = H(P2 − P1) (1a)
inferior(P1, P2) = 1 − superior(P1, P2) (1b)

The LBP code could be mathematically defined in terms of the superiority
constraint as:

LBPn,r(gc, gri ) =
n−1∑

i=0

superior(gc, gri ) ∗ 2i. (2)

where r is the radius of a circle defined on the L∞ norm, n is the number of
sampling points in the neighborhood (Fig. 1(b)), gc is the intensity of the pixel
for which the LBP code is being calculated, and gr is a pixel at a radius r on a
circle in the L∞ space.

The LBP code could also provide information about a larger neighborhood
than defined by the local patch on which it was computed, i.e. the LBP of a
larger radius, LBP16,2 could be recursively defined in terms of the LBP8,1 prim-
itive. The relationship between any two non-neighbor pixels can be estimated
through the LBP codes if there is a succession of either superiority or inferiority
constraints through any possible path i.e. relationship between pixelindex (linear
index) PI-5 and PI-11 could be defined by evaluating the LBP codes of PI-5
and PI-8 as shown in Fig. 1c. Analyzing the value at bit 0 of PI-5 and PI-8
codes, which is 1, reveals that PI-8 is superior to PI-5 and PI-11 is superior
to PI-8 respectively. This implies that PI-11 is superior to PI-5 by transitivity.
Mathematically,

superior(Pi, Pj) = superior(Pi, Pk) ∧ superior(Pk, Pj) (3)

Thus, a succession of superiority constraints, Superior, could be defined as:
Superior(gc, g

r
j ) = superior(gc, g

1
i )∧superior(gi, g

1∨···∨r
k )∧ . . .∧superior(g

(r−1)∨r
k , grj )

(4)
where ∧ is a composition and ∨ is a selection operator. The succession of

inferiority constraints, Inferior, is also defined in a dual fashion (Fig. 1(c))
where the relationship to PI-2 from PI-8 is found to be inferior.

Sometimes, it is not possible to identify the relationship between two pixels
using any shared pixel i.e. In Fig. 2(a), a relationship between PI-1 and PI-
16 could not be determined using any neighborhood pixels. Thus, constraint
propagation comes to a halt when an inferiority constraint follows a succession
of superiority constraints and vice versa i.e.

Superior(gc, grj ) ∧ inferior(grj , g
r
p) or Inferior(gc, grj ) ∧ superior(grj , g

r
p)

These opposite constraints themselves either have grp as an image extremum
or propagate towards an extremum. The set P of all such successions emanating
from a given extremum demarcated by pixels p defines the propagation extent of
that extremum. For instance, for minimum minn:
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Constraint graph formed due to the arboresence expanding from the regional
minimum lying at PI-1. Hotness of color encodes increasing distance from the mini-
mum. (b) pixel memberships in multiple propagation extents of regional maxima (pink)
at PI − 6 and PI − 20 and of regional minima (blue) at PI − 1, PI − 3 and PI − 16

P =
⋃

p

{Superior(min1, g
r
j ) ∧ inferior(grj , p

r)} (5)

Therefore, it is of interest to determine the positions of image extrema as
well as their propagation extents.

3 The Directed Constraint Graph

Given any pixel gc, we can enumerate all the neighborhood pixels that observe
the superiority or the inferiority constraints, and for all of these neighborhood
pixels a similar enumeration could be performed. This naturally lends itself to
two kinds of constraint arborescence, one that encodes superiority constraints
having regional minimum as the starting node and other one encode inferior-
ity constraints having regional maximum as the starting node. Fig. 2(a) shows
3 regional minima and 2 regional maxima which are identified by analyzing
the LBP codes of a particular image - it is observed that the LBP code for
regional maxima evaluates to 0, and for regional minima to 255, discounting
border effects.
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Algorithm 1. Minima Trees

Input: A list of minima minList = {min1,min2, . . . ,minn} which
contains each minimum linear index in an image.

Output: A set of tree treeList = {tree1, tree2, . . . , treen}. Each tree
corresponds to a minimum contains array of cell each
treeno = {node1, node2, . . . , noden} holds information of nodes
noden = {nodeId, nodeV alue, parNodeId, nodeLevel} that
observe superiority constraints where nodeId is the temporary
Id and nodeV alue is a value that is either a pixelindex or −1

1 for i ← 1 to size(minList) do
2 initialize expandNodesQueue, treei ← ∅ and nodesCount ← 1
3 push minList(i) in expandNodesQueue
4 insert root of treei as node1 = {nodesCount,minList(i), NULL, 1}
5 increment nodesCount
6 while not empty(expandNodesQueue) do
7 parNodeId ← pop(expandNodesQueue)
8 superiorNodes contains parNodeId neighbors that observe

superiority constraints
9 if not empty(superiorNodes) then

10 for each supNode in superiorNodes do
11 supNodeLevel is parNodeLevel + 1
12 check whether the treei contains supNode
13 if false then
14 insert supNode in treei as

{nodesCount, supNode, parNodeId, supNodeLevel}
15 increment nodesCount
16 push supNode in expandNodesQueue

17 else
18 get nodeLevel of supNode from treei
19 if nodeLevel < supNodeLevel then
20 update supNode parNodeId and supNodeLevel in

treei
21 update nodeLevel of subtree associated with

supNode if exists

However, sometimes it is possible that a certain pixel observes the same
succession of constraints from either pixel gc or from one of its children, e.g.
in Fig. 2(a) PI-2 could be reached from PI-1 and PI-7 where PI-7 and PI-2
are both children of PI-1. Therefore, a directed constraint graph emerges from
every extremum which could be lead to a number of arborescences, one for each
extremum. Fig. 2(a) shows the directed constraint graph emerges from minimum
lying at PI-1 and Fig. 2(b) indicates for each pixel the extremum with which
the pixel is associated.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Overlapping trees formed (a) regional minima; (b) regional maxima (Each
node(box) of the tree shows pixelindex PI, node with value −1 is used to connect all
equal nodes)

It is well known that for large constraint graph with high branching factors,
8 in our case, the complexity of constraints satisfaction significantly reduces if
the graph could be reducible to a tree based on information about the problem
domain [14]. Since multiple directed paths could connect a pair of nodes therefore
multiple spanning trees are possible. Each of these branches enforces constraint
propagation in a strongly-k-consistent manner [15,16], k being the length of the
branch. A large value of k enables the encoding of a large contrast interval, and
also enables the exclusion of a subset of inconsistent domain values. Therefore,
the path with the largest ultrametric value of k is retained. This hierarchical
representation thus formed helps in approximating contrast not onlylarge in the
local 3 × 3 LBP window but also some contrast information in the propagation
extent of that extremum. Algorithm 1 describes the formation of trees based
on superiority constraints emanating from regional minima. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)
show trees formed from regional minima and maxima.

4 The Inversion Algorithm

The proposed data structure presents a new representation of an image in terms
of propagation extents of regional extrema. Algorithm 1 ensures constraint prop-
agation in a strongly k-consistent manner from the minimum to pixels defining
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the contour of its propagation extent. This translates to domain shrinkage of
pixels’ to values consistent with the constraints. Every combination of those
consistent values generates a different variations of the image with same local
structure, but different appearance in terms of luminance and contrast.

Since no constraints are applied at the root of all minima trees, their possible
values could lie in the interval [0, 255 − (treeDepth × step)]. As we move down
the tree hierarchy, the set of possible values shrinks by increasing the lower limit
of the interval. Algorithm 2 explains how pixel intensities are estimated and how
the assignment of estimates proceeds, done in two passes.

In Pass− 1, all minima trees are filled with monotonically increasing values.
The increase in the intensity estimate at each level (the step) lies in the interval
[1 − maxStep] where maxStep is determined by dividing the range of inten-
sity value i.e. 256 with the depth of the deeptest tree for a particular image.
The Pass − 1 reconstructed image thus has all minima assigned 0. The LBP
codes at this stage are satisfied to 100% but it is possible to have a better esti-
mate in terms of local contrast by noting that nodes that form part of multiple
propagation extents are assigned values propagating from each of their sources,
finally retaining the largest one. Any successor down the branch is therefore

Algorithm 2. Image reconstruction

Input: A set of trees treeList = tree1, tree2, . . . , treen that observes superiority
constraints.

Output: Reconstructed image reconsImg[m,n]
1 initialize reconsImg[m,n] ← −1 and step ←

floor(256/depth of the deepest tree in treeList)
2 for k ← 1 to size(treeList) do
3 for each node in tree[k] do
4 i, j are 2D indices of pixelindex nodeV alue
5 if (reconsImg[i, j] < ((nodeLevel − 1) ∗ step)) then
6 reconsimg[i, j] = (nodeLevel - 1) * step

7 for k ← 1 to size(treeList) do
8 nodeId ← nodeId of deepest node of tree[k]
9 pixelInd ← nodeValue of deepest node of tree[k]

10 i, j are 2D indices of pixelindex pixelInd
11 maxV alue ← reconsImg[i,j]
12 treeDepth ← nodeLevel of corresponding nodeId
13 updRootV alue ← maxValue - ((treeDepth-1) * step)
14 localStep ← (255 - maxValue)/treeDepth
15 for each node in tree[k] do
16 i, j are 2D indices of pixelindex nodeV alue
17 if (reconsImg[i, j] < (updRootV alue + (nodeLevel − 1) ∗ localStep))

then
18 reconsImg[i, j] = updRootV alue + (nodeLevel − 1) ∗ localStep
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consistent with our longest ultrametric requirement but the ancestors need
updating. Therefore, a second pass of node intensity estimation is performed.

Pass−2 of the reconstruction updates the estimates back to the roots of the
trees. In order to make the estimates consistent with local contrast, we adjust
the values of all nodes using a ‘local’ step size that is determined using the
depth of a tree. This removes the loss in local-contrast-preservation induced by
the longest-ultrametric update having only been made on parts of the tree in
Pass − 1.

5 Results and Discussions

The algorithms described above ensure that the descriptor-to-image inversion
is consistent with the constraints emerging from the mutual arrangement of
the descriptor patches. In this section, we qualtify the goodness-of-inversion.
Results are separately reported for both kind of propagation sources, minima
and maxima. However, since the average of two constraints-consistent values lies
in the interval of consistent values, we also report the measure on the averaged
image. To show that Pass − 2 of the inversion algorithm improves results over
Pass − 1, measures are shown on both passes.

Since the LBP is classically considered a descriptor of image texture, we work
with the SIPI texture dataset, which includes images from the earlier Brodatz
dataset as well. However, since our method is not limited to texture description
because superiority or inferiority constraints occur due to the nature of the
descriptor not the images containing significant texture, we also use the popular
BSD500 dataset, containing images in the wild.

We can observe from Table 1 that the estimated images make visual sense.
Edges and object silhouettes, where present, are discernable, the image content
structure is respected i.e. the estimated image is dark or light where the original
image was dark or light. In the Lenna image, one can observe the gradual shading
on the hat, consistent with the original. But the quality of estimates need to
be quantified to answer two questions: 1. whether the intensity estimated at a
particular pixel matches the one in the original image, and 2. whether the local
appearance of the image i.e. the contrast and luminance along the two axis is
respected.

Competing work [9] uses the Mean Absolute Error between the original
and the estimated pixel intensities to explain the efficacy of their method of
inversion, so we use the MAE too for benchmarking. The MAE is given by:

MAE(R̄, Ō) =
∑m

i=1

∑n
i=1 R̄ − Ō

m × n
(6)

where X̄ = X−min(X)
max(X)−min(X) for an image with size m × n, normalizes image

X to lie in the interval [0, 1].
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Table 1. Reconstructed images using LBP codes - first 3 rows show Pass-1 recon-
struction (minima , maxima and average respectively), next 3 rows show Pass-2
reconstruction and last row contains sample original images.

Lenna SIPI Texture BSD500
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Table 2 shows the MAE computed on the SIPI and BSD500 dataset. The
results computed on the two passes of the inversion algorithm show that the
MAE calculated on images from Pass − 1 is higher than the Pass − 2 esti-
mates. Averaging is likely to improve a measure by spreading the image inten-
sity histogram and improving contrast. Also, the average image MAE diminishes
because a generic image is not likely to have its histogram naturally skewed to
either toward 0 or toward 255, under the application of the central limit theorem.
MAE on average images is found to be 15% and 18% on the SIPI and BSD500
dataset respectively.

A truer measure for inversion quality would take into account the contrast
of image localities, partly because the MAE is very sensitive to appearance
changes while local descriptors are quasi-invariant to them, but mostly because
we would be interested to know whether any of the contrast, which the LBP
operator lost, has been recovered. Structural similarity measures give access to
that information, and we use the Structural Texture SIMilarity measure
(STSIM), proposed by [17]. This measure incorporates two appearance terms,
luminance and contrast, which measure the local mean and standard deviation
of an image using Eq. 7, where R is the estimated image, O is the original
image, l is the luminance and c is the contrast comparison term and CR,O (0, 1)
and (1, 0) are the first order auto correlation terms computed in the x and y
directions.

STSIM(R,O) = (lR,O)1/4 × (cR,O)1/4 × (CR,O(0, 1))1/4 × (CR,O(1, 0))1/4 (7)

Table 2 shows the STSIM , luminance and contrast computed for both
datasets. Results of STSIM show that the reconstructed image retains 92%
structural similarity with the original image. Although, contrast doesnot show
remarkable change between the two passes, however, luminance is improved by
approximately 10% in Pass− 2 particularly in the image reconstructed through
the maxima tree generation, because intensity estimates are now closer to the
original intensities.

Table 2. Results calculated on SIPITexture and BSD500 dataset

SIPI BSD500

minima maxima average minima maxima average

Pass-1
Luminance 0.929 0.785 0.971 0.816 0.768 0.952
Contrast 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.941 0.932 0.902
STSIM 0.909 0.869 0.919 0.891 0.874 0.912
MAE 0.217 0.305 0.167 0.374 0.227 0.179
Pass-2
Luminance 0.976 0.974 0.976 0.952 0.954 0.952
Contrast 0.854 0.868 0.867 0.928 0.928 0.931
STSIM 0.913 0.919 0.919 0.918 0.916 0.917
MAE 0.155 0.156 0.149 0.197 0.179 0.180
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Another deduction which could be made from Table 2 is that both MAE and
STSIM for inverted images after Pass−2 through either minima or maxima trees
converge to those of the average case. Therefore, it would be computationally
interesting to perform the inversion using either of the two kind of trees.

6 Conclusions

It is instructive to understand what information is lost when local descriptions
for instance LBP codes are generated, and whether and how that information
could be estimated. Descriptors such as FREAK [18] or BRIEF [19] explicitly
encode geometric information, while we derive it by observing the constraints
emerging from the LBP’s sliding window architecture and use it to answer the
inversion problem posed in the introduction.

The underlying mechanism of overlapping sliding windows provides the lever-
age to argue about global image structure. It also poses the question of general-
izing the inference of implied information to any sliding-window operation.
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